
Journey to School Questions
1. What is overtaking the people in the poem? Tick one. 

   a bus
   a digger
   a bike

2. What can the people see in the sky? Tick one. 

   a rocket
   a plane
   a helicopter

3. What might the people get stuck behind? Tick one. 

   a taxi
   a bus
   a digger

4. Which of these have blue lights that flash? Tick one. 

   a taxi
   an ambulance
   a police car

5. Which word rhymes with past? Tick one. 

   sky
   fast
   police
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Journey to School Answers
1. What is overtaking the people in the poem? Tick one. 

   a bus
   a digger
   a bike

2. What can the people see in the sky? Tick one. 

   a rocket
   a plane
   a helicopter

3. What might the people get stuck behind? Tick one. 

   a taxi
   a bus
   a digger

4. Which of these have blue lights that flash? Tick two. 

   a taxi
   an ambulance
   a police car

5. Which word rhymes with past? Tick one. 

   sky
   fast
   police
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Journey to School Questions
1. Which vehicle might be picking up the poet’s friend? Tick one. 

   a taxi
   a bike
   a bus

2. Why must the people in the poem take care as they drive? Tick one. 

   in case their car goes the wrong way
   in case a bike comes along their way
   in case an ambulance goes zooming past

3. Number these vehicles to show the order they appear in the poem. The 
first one has been done for you.

   taxi
1    bus

   helicopter
   digger
   ambulance

4. Fill in the missing words. 
We might get stuck behind a                     or maybe something even  
                              !

5. Which two words from the poem describe the sounds that bin lorries can 
make? 

1.  

2.  
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Journey to School Answers
1. Which vehicle might be picking up the poet’s friend? Tick one. 

   a taxi
   a bike
   a bus

2. Why must the people in the poem take care as they drive? Tick one. 

   in case their car goes the wrong way
   in case a bike comes along their way
   in case an ambulance goes zooming past

3. Number these vehicles to show the order they appear in the poem. The 
first one has been done for you.

2    taxi
1    bus
5    helicopter
4    digger
3    ambulance

4. Fill in the missing words. 
We might get stuck behind a digger or maybe something even bigger!

5. Which two words from the poem describe the sounds that bin lorries can 
make? 
squashing, crunching
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Journey to School Questions
1. Which of these is not mentioned in the poem? Tick one. 

   a police car
   a bike
   a rocket

2. Match the vehicle to what it is doing in the poem. 

3. Find and copy a word which tells us what colour the police car’s lights 
are. 
 

4. Fill in the missing words. 
Will the bin men be doing their rounds? I love the                   ,  
                              sounds.

5. What does the poem say might come along your way as you drive? 
 

6. What do you see on your way to school? 
 

 

 

taxi flying by in the sky

helicopter waiting on the bend

ambulance
zooming past with its 

lights flashing
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Journey to School Answers
Which of these is not mentioned in the poem? Tick one. 

   a police car
   a bike
   a rocket

1. Match the vehicle to what it is doing in the poem. 

2. Find and copy a word which tells us what colour the police car’s lights 
are. 
blue

3. Fill in the missing words. 
Will the bin men be doing their rounds? I love the squashing, crunching 
sounds.

4. What does the poem say might come along your way as you drive? 
A bike might come along your way.

5. What do you see on your way to school? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: On my way to school I see a tram going 
down the street.

taxi flying by in the sky

helicopter waiting on the bend

ambulance
zooming past with its 

lights flashing
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